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THE ESTABLISHMET'IT OF HANDICRAFTS Ar'{D COMMERCE AI'{D THE

PROVISION OF CREDIT IN TTIE REPOPI'LATION ZONES

I. INTRODUCTTON

I. The reclamation of the valleys, possible with onchocerciasis control, will

involve population migration and the establishment of villages along the water-

courses. Preliminary studies have brought out certain aspects such as:

- the health problems of onchocerciasis control;

- the problem of developing optimutr farming systems for the valleysl

- the ethnical and sociological aspects of migration, land-holding' conmon

law and so on.

The repopulation a ndfor settlement of uninhabited or sparsely populated areas

will require the developrnent of infrastructure: roads, wells, schools, dispensaries,

agricultural extension services, etc. the settlers wilt furtherrnore rapidly

require the tertiary sector infrastructure for craftsr trade, etc.

3. tt should be borne in mind that the area of the deserted valleys in the region
2

covered by the Onchocerciasis Control Programme ls at least 60 OOO lsn C1early,

repopulation of the uninhabited zones will not occur on the same scale and at the

same speed throughout the whole programme area. For example, it seems that the

I(abre in Togo are tending to move southwards rather than to go back up towards the

savanna region; in Upper Volta, on the other trand, there is already a very strong

migratory movement from the Mossi Plateau both towards other countries (especially

the tvory Coast) and towards some valleys of the Vo1ta Basin (particularly the

B1ack Volta Valley).
4. It is also obvious that the maritime countries offer a much wider range of

economic opportunities than the countries situated entirely in the savanna region.

The reclamation of deserted valLeys from onchocerciasis is therefore a matter of
much greater and more immediate interest for the purely savanna countries, inasmuch

as these valleys will constitute an essential outlet for overpopulated areas.

5. Nevertheless, onchocerciasis control wiII provide all seven countries with
fresh opportunities for development by enabling them to combat more effectively
certain imbalances in the distribution of population, imbalances between income

from traditional occupations and lncome from modern occupations, and imbalances

within the maritime countries between the economic ind social leve1s of the hr.rnid

region and those of the dry region; it will also enable them to make better use

of agricultural or pastoral skills in the savanna regions and to achieve greater
diversification of production.

6. It is therefore reasonable to assume that, in different ways and over periods

of varying duration' atl these countries will endeavour to use the new opportunities
offered them to the best advantage.
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7. The problem of the services sector and of an infrastructure for receiving
new arrivals needs therefore to be studied throughout the entire programme area.
Houever' the scope of the economic action to be undertaken has not yet been fixed
sufficiently precisely in atl the countries to permit an effective study of this
problem at present.

8. It was thus considered preferable to restrict this study to Upper Volta, the
country where the consequences of onchocerciasis control can at present be most

accurately assessed. It should be added, moreover, that these consequences wi1l
depend on the choices made by the government, and it is ctearly still too early for
these choices to be finally decided. The study has therefore been carried out on

the assumption of an all-out campaign to repopulate the valleys.
2. H(AMPLE OF IJPPER VOLTA

9. On the assumption of concerted action, the timetable for the introduction of
immigrants could be as shown in Table VI-4.I; this may be summarized as follows:

White and Red Vo1ta valleys: settlement of 260 villages or t3O OOO to
15O OOO people in 15 years

Black VoIta valley (D6dougou zone): tIO villages or about 11O OOO people

Como6-Leraba valleys: 6O villages or about 60 OOO people

Sissili valley: lIO villages or about 11O OOO peopte

Pama zone: 65 villages or about 65 OOO people

Black Volta valley (Boromo zone): 25 villages or about 25 OOO people

Bougouriba valley: 67 villages or about 60 OOO people.

This adds up to an immi.grant population of 560 OOO in 697 villages. It should be

pointed out that these are minimr.m figures as they cover only the farming families.
They can reasonably be increased by 20-25% to cover the necessary officials,
artisans, tradespeople, and so on.

10. In view of the scale of the project and the extent of the migration involved

it is essential that the incoming population should be provided on arrlval with a

tertiary sector supporting structure adapted to its needs. Without this, the

settlers might well sink into apathy which would prejudice economic growth, as ts

now happening in the Kou valley, or mlgrate to lands perhaps poorer but better

equipped.

It is thus essential to provide a network of:
(1) craftsmen, blacksmiths, carpenters, bricklayers;
(2) trading posts: (a) for the purchase of food supplies and consumption

goods;

(b) for the purchase of small agricultural implements;

(c) for the sale of agricultural products and livestock;
(3) banking: to provide farming loans and investnent funds.
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It. This is partlcularly needed because the marketing of produce will gain in

importance in the project zones. Ttre advantages of setting up these separate,

suitably adapted systems in the three sectors are discussed below.

3. CRAFTS

3.1 Needs

12. Certain countries of the proBramme area have already witnessed how pilot

villages were placed at a disadvantage by having no local- means of maintaining

their agricultural equipment (ptoughs, carts, and so on). This ted to a decline

or stagnation in the use of animals for cultivation and a passive attitude among

farmers trrho wait for the a&ninistration to do something. Moreover, with skiLled

artisans on the spot (blacksmiths, carpenters, bricklayers) the settlers can obtain

the necessary equipment for cultivation (ploughs, harrows, hoes, and so on) at

reasonable prices.

13. Clearly, the composition of the artisan force and the degree to which it is

modernized wilt have a direct bearing on the economic and social development of the

countryside.

For example:

(I) the development of animal-powered cultivation through the manufacture

and maintenance of all the required agricultural equipment;

<2) the introduction and maintenance of improved agricultural implements to

meet the difficulties of an all too brief cultivation periodl

(3) the organization and upkeep of rural infrastructures I

(4) a consequent increase in the incomes of far:ners and artisans.

14. These increased returns should be profitably employed to promote in turn:

(I) an imProvement in housingl

(2) an improvement in household equipment;

(3) the development of social practices.

3.2 Present situation

15. As in most African countries, the majority of Voltaic artisans have traditional

methods of working and employ simpte tools and the most primitive of techniques.

Moreover, these methods are difficutt to improve since the artisan spends most of

his time working on the land to obtain a subsistence.

16. This situation has a paratysing effect on rural development and the Minister

for pubtic Works and Labour has, therefore, drawn up a very effective plan for

training rural artisans. The purpose of this proiect, now under way, is, in a

period of four years, to train 695 artisans in the following trades:

(1) blacksmith, farm mechanic, agricultural equipment repairerl

(2) carpenter, cartwright I

(3) rural buiLder, brlck-maker.
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1-7. The first results of this experiment are impressive. Up to now more than
l3O artisans have been trained and established throughout Upper Volta after having
acquired or made modern equipment. Examples of this are:

(1) the construction of a solid dwelling at the cost price of USg 48Ol
(2') making a plough or ploughshare out of scrap metar, and so on.

3. 3 Pro iect for an adequate cra ft network suited to the needs of the settlement
areas

18. tn the light of the estimated development of animal-powered cultivation it
would seem reasonable to provide for one smith to every group of five villages or,
for the entire project, 14O smi.ths. Carpenter and bricklayer requirements will,
to begin with, be ress, though they wourd amount to some 50 of each trade (according
to an estimate by the Ministry of [,abour). These artisans could be trained in
existing centres and later reintegrated in their own communities, and they would be

given technical assistance with a view to perfecting their training and recognizing
new requirements.

4. TRADING

4.L Needs

19. In most African countries there is a certain lack of interest in the distribution
sector. Ttrere are several reasons for this. In the first place, there is a failure
to recognize the role of distribution in the economic process, whereas agriculture
and industry are obviously regarded as producing added va1ue. Trading seems to be

regarded as a parasitic activity and a necessary evil.
20. The essential role of distribution is to act as link between producer and

consumer and also to generate added value. However, this seems to be totally
ignored. On top of this' the planners appear to assume that the commercial sector
has a pemanent capacity for structural adaptation.
2L. rn several countries of the programme area, and particutarry in upper
Volta, the distribution network borders on the inadequate and there seems to be a
break in the production-lmport-distribution chain. As a result, these countries
show a steady, if not increasing, dependence on large foreign commercial companies

and an inabitity to master distribution problems. Such problems are cruciat in
repopulation areas where it is essential for the incoming settlers to have access
to all the equipment and products required for farming and the different consumption
goods needed for their well-being. If a trading network is not established during
the settrement phase the following situations are sure to arise:

I As with all documents relating to this programme, the exchange rate used for
the US dollar is, unless otherwise stated, as of July lg?2.
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-eitherafewshopsofthepuretytocaltypewillbesetupwith:
(a) delayed establislment in retation to requirements;

(b) shops that are too scattered or unevenly distributed on account of the

failure to understand market requirements;

(c) inadequate stocks due to lack of funds;

(d) high prices due to shortages and a hand-tornouth supply system leading

to heavy transport costs;

or the estabtishment of foreign traders, depriving the Volta economy of the

profits made, which would only be partiatty reilrvested in the cotrntry.

22. However, the benefits to be drawn from the proposed measures lie not only in

increased production, but also in expanding the commercial sector - in other words,

creating new opportunities for the formation of capitaL. It should be remembered

that one of the major handicaps for developing countries lies in the non-formation,

or too meagre formation, of capital for local investment. Anything that promotes

the formation of such capital will have a beneficial effect on the economy.

4.2 Present situation

23. It is definitely in the sector of distribution of general merchandise where

the biggest effort has to be made. As pointed out above, the distribution network

in Volta shows signs of inadequacy and rigidity. The distribution of the different

consumer goods, in fact, occurs through various channels. The layout is roughly

as shown in Fig. VI-4.1.

4.2.1 Wholes4le ].mDO rters

24. At this level there are well-organized companies grouped in association with

SCIMPEX (Syndicat des comrnergants importateurs et exportateurs). However, most

of these companies are foreign and thus managed by foreigners.

4.2.2 Retail trade

25, Retail trade is made up approximately as follows 30% by West African traders,
I

20% by SOVOLCOM,- and 5O% by expatriate traders. The important role played by the

last group creates problems for the Upper Volta economy because of the methods

practised which sometimes include the arbitrary fixing of exorbitant pri.ces, the

provision of credit on usurious tems resulting in distraint upon crops, and the

re-export of almost all the returns.

26. SOVOLCOM is a state trust set up by the Ministry of Finance. Its primary

aim is to provide small trading units for the villages. tt has not, however,

achieved its objectives. Up to now only 21 trading posts have actually been set

up with a turnover in I97I of US$ 5.2 million. In spite of action taken by a study
1 Soci6t6 VoltaIque de Commerce - Voltaic Trading Company
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Iorganization set up jointly by the Compagnie du Niger, the SCOA and the CFAO,

SOVOLCOM's shops have not retained a very happy image.

27. This is no doubt due to their inability to adapt to rural needs and their

2

archaic management system. Indeed, they look dilapidated and dirty and stock only
a limited range of commodities often ilt-suited to local requirements. Moreover,
they often run out of goods since they are only suppLied once a month after stock-
taking. Comparing what has been done by SOVOLCOM with, for example, the lvory

3Coast's PAC the former's poor results are astonishing. The pAC has actually
succeeded in establishing 2OO shops in two years throughout the Ivory Coast and in
l9?2 they had a turnover of more than US$ 6.4 mitlion. PAC has introduced modern

trading to the population and established a business class trained in modern methods

of management.

28. The other retait traders are represented by the traditional small African
traders who are compretely unorBanized and rive from hand to mouth.

4.2.3 The m4rketing of agricul produce

29. A more thorough study should be made of this problem, which is one which witl
naturally arise when the new population moves in and production is marketed.

Throu$hout Upper Volta traditional channels are rnadequate, are too slow, and cost
the consurner too much on account of the many middlemen invol./ed, while the small
producer does not receive proper remuneration. Moreover, owing to the poor

organization of the distribution network there are grave disparities between regions -
often neighbouring ones - with a surplus and those with a shortage. Thl.s leads to

dangerous price ttuctuations.4

lsoci6t6 Connerciale de l'Ouest African.
2- Compagnie Frangaise d'Afrique Occidentale.
3 P.og..*oe d'Action Comterciale.
4

Ttre survey made in L972 by the Ouagadougou ORD (Office for Regional Develop-

ment) on certain types of Brains in 32 markets shows considerable variations i.n
price from place to place and at different times:

Red sorghtrm: highest in Guelwongo in June at 660 CFAF (US$ 2.64)

lowest at Zihenga in February at 225 CFAF (US$ O.9O)

Snall millet: fromcFAF2SO (uS$ 1) (Tampeogo, February) to 7OO CFAF (us$ 2.8o)

(Corabie, June-July)

Sesane: fron CFAF 35O (US$ 1.4O) (Sapone, October) to 8OO CFAF (US$ 3.2O)

(Dondoulma, October)

Niebe: from CFAF lOO (US$ O.4O) (Zorgho, July) to 1OOO CFAF (US$ 4) (Dondoulma,

August-September )

vandjou: from cFAF 2OO (US$ O.8O) (Mogtedo, October) to 975 CFAF (US$ 3.9O)

(Bougre, March).
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30. The problem is obviously difficult and there is no it@ediate solution. A

thorough study of it needs to be made. It is worth pointing out that an original

solution seems to have been found in the lvory Coast for the same type of problen
I

by setting up the AGRIPAC concern whose ains are briefly as follows:

(t) to give the producer a fair price while still protecting the consumer;

<2) to control wholesale and retail delivery prices;

(3) to rationalize the distribution network;

(4) to organize exports and regulate inports;

(5) to provide training for production and distrlbution staff;
(6) to enable the country, the economy of which is still mainly geared to

agricultural production, to gain better control over exchange conditions and to

benefit from the added value deriving from the efficient marketing of its

agricultural produce.

4.3 Project for deve loping an adequa te tradins network suited to the needs of

repopulation zones

31. The nature of the requirements ln the field of services as well as the quanti-

tative needs arising from the repopulation proiects should be determined.

g2. Where services are concerned, fully integrated tradlng networks should be

established so as to secure a rapid return on investments and, at the same time'

provide the population with a comprehensive service. An integrated trading network

implies full and continuous liaison between production and distrlbution. The task

of the services would thus be to Eake all the products and equipment needed for

farming available to farmers, as well as all the consumption goods for their well-

being, and to help then in narketins their products.

33. The nr.mber and inpleEentation schedule of trading centres ought to be related

to the income of the mlgrant populations and could be as follows:
Target no. of
trading and

Year distribution centres

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
l1
L2
13
L4

l5

3

t

10
16
23
25
38
45
55
66
77
89

100
LL2
L23

I
Programme d'Action Commerciale des Produits Agricoles
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34. Once again it must be pointed out that these are mininum figures because:

(1) the population and number of villages might be much larger;
(2) other Upper Volta regions might well be encouraged by this example and

set up similar systems of therr own.

35. The adiustment of the trading system to the new requirements can be obtained
either by attempting to use the present network, or by setting up a new one

specially suited to the repopulation zones.

4 .3.1 Adaptation of oresent networks

36. To leave matters to the chance establishment of different types of traditional
African or L,ebano-Syrian trade would involve risks that have already been indicated.
The only way of adapting the present system would be to bring SOVOLCOM in to
participate in the repopulation projects. However, this would have considerable
drawbacks:

- SOVOLCOM's lack of flexibility, and poorly chosen and restricted range of
goods;

- in particular' the risk of SOVOLCOM traders being rejected by the migrant
populations. Indeed these populations are known to evince a highly developed

communlty spirit and would certainly not easily accept the services of traders
into their areas from outside.

4.3.2 Setting up a new system

37. In view of the drawbacks of the above it would be better to set up a completely
neu, system completely integrated with the repopulation scheme as a whole. In doing
so, certain essentials would have to be borne in mind:

(a) the need to find traders from the ranks of the migrant populations;

(b) fuII accordance with requirements of the range of products stocked

(fertilizers, insecticides, plant protection products and so on) I

(c) participation of population in the jolnt endeavour.

38. Ttre proposed approach is based on the following measures:

(a) recruitment and training of young migrants with a view to their future

establishment in their community (their training might weII be carried out in

cooperation with OPEV (Office de Promotion de I'Entreprise Voltaique);
(b) interesting the population in a joint endeavour and possibly getting

them to collaborate in building premises;

(c) experienced leadership and assistance throughout the early stages of

establishing these trading posts.

39. Similar schemes have been tried out in other countries, particularly the

Ivory Coast, and have produced very convincing results. It will, of course, be
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necessary to undertake a feasibility study tor such a programme, but at this stage

already, quite apart from the inherent effects of such a network' the scheme would

have the following advantages:

(a) trading would be in African hands, prices respected, regular supplies

secured, and a comprehensive service provided for the population;

(b) accumulation of capital which could be reinvested in Upper Volta;

(c) development of Voltaic industries and services by creating new properly

organized and staffed marketing facilities.
(d) regional development: a cornmercial infrastructure of this type would

help in stimulating the countryside and through its services to the consumer

would act as a brake on migration to the towns;

(e) the creation of new jobs in all sectors of the Upper Vo1ta economy;

(f) finally, such a distribution and trading network in the repopulation

zones would set an example which would in due course be followed by other

Upper Volta regions and also act as a training facility for developing modern

marketing systems.

5. FINANCE

5.I Needs

40. The need for credit to be available to farmers must once again be emphasized.

Clearly, without finance, they will not be able to exploit the settlement areas

profitably. Thus, the development of animal-povrered cultivation, in particular,

is inhibited by low incomes and the inability of farmers to bear the accompanying

burden of debt (Mesnil, I97O).

5.2 Present situation
4I. The National Development Bank (MB) is at present the only body that gives

farming loans. It acts in conjunction with the Offices for Regional Development

(ORD) to which it has entrusted certain tasks:
(a) setting up pre-cooperative village groups through which loans are granted

to producers;

(b) establishing loan registers I

(c) participating in different grants committees;

(d) controlling the operations carried out under agricultural loans;
(e) recovery of payments due on loans.

42. The distribution of these responsibilities between the direction of the

Agricultural Ioan Department of the NDB and the ORDs is governed by the principles

by which this Agricultural Loan Department operates. These are as follows:
(I) a single lender - the National Development Bank;
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(2) a single financing organizatlon responsible to the National Development

Bank: the ORD which thus is the intermediary for the distribution of loans

to the farmer I

(3) a single beneficiary: the cooperative or pre-cooperative village group.

43. In this way the Agricultural Loan Department of the NDB is decentralized and

acts through the intermediary of the responsible ORD. In the vitlages, a committee

is set up consisting of representatives of the producers and the administrative
authorities and assumes responsibility on behalf of the group for every loan made

to one of rts members.

44. At regional level the agricultural loan granting system is backed by agriculture
extension workers whose job is to encourage, through appropriate popularization, not
only the improvement of cultivati.on methods using certain production aids, but also
the use of loans to promote development.

5.3 Pro.'iect for an adequate credit system suited to the repopu zones

45. It is difficult under present conditions to foresee a solution to the problem

of loan lending in repopulated zones since it is not yet known whether the Offices
for Regional Development will be integrated with the project. T?re establishment

of a national development trust for the Volta valleys is under consideration, but

its constitution has not yet been published. Depending on whether this trust is
set up or not the possibility of organizing a credit system for these zones will,
eventually, have to be studied.

46. At any rate, it is essential that the credit system be fully integrated with
the trading network as described above. Such integration is necessitated by the

slowness of communication that inhibits African monetary systems.

47. The integration of these two systems would enable the following links to be

set up:

F

48. Agreements could later be reached between the ORDS or any other funding

organization with a view to studying the best arrangements for both parties.

6. CONCLUSIONS

49. It is hardly possible to estinate the cost of this type of project at the

present stage, before feasibility studies have been carried out by an expert in

distribution and Earketing with the cooperation of national agencies concerned;

such studies would make it possible to assess what resources need to be devoted to

the project and what tangible results it would produce. In any case, these studies

Trading and distribution FarmersCredit i.nstitut ion
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are all the more essential since the developnent characteristics, as was stressed

in the introduction, are specific to each country, and it is therefore not possible

to work out a uniform scheme for the whole progra[me area.

50. Such studies become €ven more indispensable in view of the constant dang€r

that, however diversified the products whose developnent is promoted, sectorial

action may always be hampered by the lnadequacy of the basic infrastructure of

crafts, distribution, marketing and credit facilities. This remains true even

where sectorial action encounters medium-term success, in so far as such action

increases intermediate consunption requirements which cannot be met, increases the

anounts produced so that they cannot easily be disposed of, and increases incone to

levels which cannot be usefully employed.
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